Frequency of a specific cytochrome P4502D6B (CYP2D6B) mutant allele in clinically differentiated groups of patients with Parkinson disease.
The frequency of the cytochrome P4502D6B CYP2D6B (29B) mutant allele has been determined in three clinically distinct groups of patients with Parkinson disease. No differences in mutation frequency among the patients with the rigidity-akinetic and monosymptomatic tremor forms has been observed compared to the healthy control group, while in the group with akinetic-rigidity tremor symptoms the frequency of heterozygous wt/29B individuals was significantly increased. Therefore, individuals bearing the CYP2D6B mutation appear to be predisposed to the development of this particular form of Parkinson disease, and the presence of the 29B mutation in the genotype may serve as an additional diagnostic criteriaum for the clinical differentiation of patients with Parkinson disease.